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UNF tennis team may Healy named
lose national ranking
interim V.P.

Anne Patrice Clarke

By Catherine Cooper

Sports Editor

Recently, the State University
System requested an audit on all state
university athletic programs, including
UNF.
The National Colligiate Athletics
Association (NCAA) has internal audits
done each year as well as the external
state audits done by a complimentary
school. For example, Florida State
University is audited by the University of
Florida and vice-versa.
Since the SUS has only two
National Association of Intercolligiate
Athletics (NAIA) schools, the University
of West Florida and the University of
North Florida, they audit each other every
two years.
One problem is that the NCAA has
set standards and written requirements to
follow, unlike the NAIA and UNF in
particular, which is relatively
inexperienced with the rules and
regulations concerning athletics.
As Tom Healy, UNF athletic director
said, "Hopefully we’ll begin a system of
checks and balances using written rules
rather than ’phone’ rules."
UNF apparently has some rule
infractions, according to the two auditors
who have access to all records at UNF.
Although, none of the infractions have
been cleared by the NAIA, Healy said,
"we have submitted the infractions to the
NAIA for a ruling, and" he continued,
"I’ve never been through anything so
extensive and detailed."

Tennis coach Leo Vorwerk said,
"Some of the findings are ridiculous."
He was referring to the recent
inquiries about tennis player Cindy
Basler, who supposedly played in a tennis
tournament where prize money was
awarded beyond her travel expenses.
Basler said, "It shows you how
retarded this situation is. I did not play in
that tournament."

"I've never been
through anything
so extensive and
detailed."
Tom Healy
Sue Leach, Jill Ward, and Lotta
Ekberg were not officially on the UNF
tennis squad in the fall of 1986. Inquiries
have been made on payment f< >r their
tournament play during that fall season.
The athletic department remains coni idem
that the alleged rule infractions are false
Healy said, "The girls will not be held
out of play, we’re pretty sure no
infraction occured."
Leach confirmed that she and the other
girls paid their own way by the request

Contributor

Edward Healy, dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences, has been
promoted to interim associate vice
president for academic affairs. He began
working in his new capacity the first
week of March.
Healy, who has been with the
university since 1971, was selected by
the Vice President of Academic Affairs,
Dr. John Bardo, to fill the new
position. Healy will be taking the place
of Dr. Gary Fane who resigned to
pursue a career in private industry.
Healy said he was planning to
resign his position of dean within the
year. "I think there comes a time in the
development of a college when different
styles are needed or [when] a different
style of leadership will be more
valuable to the college. I believe the
college has reached that point," he said.
On Feb. 27, three faculty members
were appointed to a search commitee to
find a replacement to fill the position
of interim dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences.
The university has not yet
assembled a search committee to
permanently fill the associate vice
president's position. Healy is
applying to remain in the position.
A national search to fill the dean of
arts and sciences position permanently
will be conducted in the fall, said Dale

Dean Edward Healy

f™*06* J®"Slenne"

Clifford, assistant dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences.
"We hate to see Dean Healy go.
He’s been a very good dean," Ms.
Clifford said.
Healy feels that a dean can bring a
different perspective to the department
"One views the world differently
depending upon what one’s position is
in that world. The academic community
at UNF is a world."
Healy says he is very excited about
his new job. "It's a new set of
challenges, and I get excited by new
challenges."

(See AUDIT, Page 10)

Open forum gives students a chance to
voice opinions on where the axe will fall
By Felicia Turner
Staff

The Student Government
Association (SGA) will hold its first
Budget and Allocations Open Forum on
Friday, March 13 at 1:30 p. m. in the
banquet room of Building 2.
The primary objective of the forum is
to give those students who aren’t
in SGA the opportunity to express their
thoughts concerning the budget
and the activities it will be funding during
the upcoming school year, said
Don Thibault, assistant dean for student
life. The fiscal year begins July
1, 1987 and ends June 30, 1988.
Students will play a major role in the
forum because it’s their money
that is being spent on the various
activities around campus.

"During the past fiscal year, SGA
spent an estimated $526,000
on student activities," said SGA
Comptroller Michael Holmes.
This year’s projected budget is
expected to increase due to a rise in
student enrollment, as well as an increase
in Activities and Services
(A&S) fees, said SGA President Bill
Bowen. The A&S fees comprise part
of what is commonly known as "tuition".

Bowen said that because demands on
the budget have increased this
year, even with a larger budget, funding
for every program will be impossible.
Holmes will preside over the forum
and encourages students to attend.
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Snorkin:
Portrait of a
Less Than

Average Guy

by Dairen Hughes

Smoking war continues
The Way It Was
It was in September of 1990 that Jeff
and his brother Todd attended the
dedication of the new UNF Commons
Building. Jeff was a senior that year and
his younger brother was an entering
freshman, so Jeff was showing the kid
around.
’’Man, that was some building you
guys have had for study,’’ Todd exclaimed.
For a moment Jeff ’ooked somewhat
surprised, but then replk , ’’You don’t
think it was always that v ay, do you?
No, siree, there’s a story behind that there
building. Let’s grab a beer and I’ll tell
you all about it.
You see, it all started in the spring of
'87 when these two ladies had the
smokers banned from what used to be
known as the commons area of Building
9. They complained that the smoker's
smoke aggravated their asthma and
bronchitis. The smokers, a rather
ingenious bunch of upstarts, found other
acommodations upstairs, leaving the
much more spacious area downstairs for
the nonsmokers. All they had was one
great big community table
for study. At first, the
smokers were going to
mount a protest, but word
came down from the top that
if they stepped out of bounds
in any way, they would lose
the privilege altogether. So
they decided to make do with
what they had.
Shortly after this a
funny thing happened. There
was this girl Bridgett who
had this perfume habit she
developed in the seventh
grade. Although some say
she overdid it, there were
others who thought it rather
nice. Well, Bridgett
wandered into the commons
area to study one day and
wouldn't you know, the same
two ladies said her perfume
set off their allergies , so
Bridgett joined the crew upstairs. It was a
rather pleasant addition -—the perfume
counterbalanced the cigarette smoke.
Then, lo and behold, Arnold, the
’Mac’, who cold not write a paper without
munching on a hamburger loaded with
onions was told the onions had the same
effect as the perfume. So the Mac’ came
up, and then all the smokers came over
from the library because now that the law
was being enforced, the library disbanded
their smoking room. The area was now
rather affectionately referred to as the
'cubbyhole.'
As time went on, the chairman of the
'Space Utilization Committee' came by

and noticed that only two people were
using the downstairs commons area in
Building 9, so they closed it down.
The next year Reagan initiated cuts in
financial aid and the university raised
tuition. There was also talk going
around at this time that the university
may only allow nonsmoking students to
enroll and that anti-nicotine tests were
being given.
I think it was around the spring of '88
that the rumors started in the ’cubbyhole’
about this new university that had opened
in the county. It was some kind of new
venture, a co-op college of sorts, where
students bought stock instead of paying
tuition. Rumor was that the stock was
cheaper than state tuition. The school
was founded on some sort of old time
worn principles like freedom of choice
and humanism and egalitarianism or some
such things as these.
That fall, when President McCray
received the transfer printout for the term,
he could not believe his eyes. So he
appointed a task force to look into the

problem and a year later, construction was
started on the TNT building.”
"TNT building? That sounds
explosive," said Todd.
"Oh, that's just an acronym for
tolérants vs. intolerants. You see, after
the '87 incident with the smokers, they
decided to divide the building right down
the middle. They gave half to the
tolérants and one-half to the intolerants,"
said Jeff
"But the intolerant’s space seemed so
limited compared to the tolérants," said
Todd.
"That’s because they had to subdivide
their half." Jeff explained. "They had to

make nooks in order to accomodate
everyone. In the southeast wing, they
have the olfactory nook for intolerants
who can’t stand the smell of others; the
southwest wing is the optical nook for
those who can't stand the way some
people look. In the northeast wing, they
have the auditory nook for those who are
bothered by certain voices and accents,
and in the northwest wing, they have the
health fads who cannot tolerate germs.
The main area is more or less a holding
zone for undecideds.’’
”1 see,” said Todd. ”1 wonder what’s
next."
Name Withheld

Dear Editor:
In response to your article concerning
the nonsmoking status of the Building
nine lounge, I would like to make a
comment. There are designated smoking
areas at UNF, but none of those areas
contain more than one table. Therefore, if
a large group of smokers want
to study together they must
either go outside, in the cold,
or leave campus. In contrast,
the nonsmokers have each
floor of the library to use.
Perhaps these people don’t
wish to sudy in a quiet area.
In this case, there are many
other places on campus where
nonsmokers can study.
Since my enrollment at
UNF of two years length,
Building nine has always been
occupied by students who
study there because they can
smoke. Despite the two by
four inch nonsmoking sign,
ashtrays were always present.
Perhaps the ashtrays were dis
played because this was the
only area, with tables,
comfortable for both smokers
and
nonsmokers to use.
I wonder about those who complain
about the smoking in Building nine. Do
they always place themselves in an
environment that may endanger their
health? What's wrong with using the
second floor of the library, or the non
smoking conference rooms in the third
and fourth floor of the library, or any
where else on campus where smoking is
not permitted? I believe these complainers
only wish to prove a personal point.
Their actions are unnecessary,
nonsmoking areas at UNF are numerous.
Sincerely,
Callie Nichols
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... more smoke
Dear Editor:
Add me to the list of complainers
about the smoking in the first floor
commons of Building 9. This is the
only place to eat Ice Cream Shoppe food
in cold weather and I see no reason to
allow smoking in there. The smokers
can sit outside and let us eat in clear air.
I am asthmatic and take daily
medication to keep my airways clear.
Cigarette smoking not only annoys me,
it literally makes me sick.
Let’s get those smokers out of
Building 9 so we can eat in peace. We
have an extensive covered sidewalk
system that is an acceptable alternative to
inside smoking. Let them use it
Sincerely,
Lynne Raiser
Associate Professor

Dear Editor:
The Safety Committe of UNF has
been very considerate to smokers by
allowing certain areas within buildings to
be designated smoking areas. The number
of students has been rising at UNF, and
the number of students who smoke has
been rising, also. Of the various areas
where smoking is permitted, only two
have tables — and fourteen chairs are not
enough to seat the number of students
who would like to smoke.
A non-smoker may study anywhere
on campus, including the smoking areas,
but students who want to study and
smoke are restricted to two tables. I feel
frustrated when smoking areas are
overcrowded, and meanwhile, a commons
area such as the one on the first floor of
building nine, is empty. My feelings of
frustration are comparable to (those
experienced when) trying to pass two sideby-side cars, whose speed is 50 mph, on
the interstate.
A couple of solutions are either
adding more tables to the smoking areas,
or switching the designation of one of
the non-smoking areas to smoking, and
consequently switch a smoking
designation to non-smoking. A
comparable facility to that which non
smokers have in building nine is all that
I’m asking for — so that smokers may
have a place to study.
Stephen Lee

Satisfaction
f. -

J

Dear Editor:
Recently reading the three-year
old Board of Regents Study of UNFs
philosophy program, I was struck by
the outside consultant’s observation
that ”UNF appears to offer a very
good liberal arts education of the sort
more often found in a first-rate small
private college ... Teaching is
dedicated and intense. The high
quality liberal arts package ... should
be given more prominence in the
educational planning for the region."
As both students and faculty
prepare for the breather known as
spring break, all might take some
satisfaction in being thus described.
Sincerely,
Jim Crooks

A reaction and a retraction: better late?
Dear Editor
Your editorial in a recent issue asking
for an answer to the question "Why do I
have to wait until February 16 for my
loan check?" prompted me to ask my
staff to look into your question.
The result is that in the future you
will not have to wait until that date. In
fact, you never really did have to wait that
long. It seems that a misunderstanding
regarding the type of loan check you
sought occurred between you and cashiers'
window staff members. It is reported to
me that you asked for your "loan check"
and the cashier thought you meant a
National Direct Student Loan check.
Your loan, a Guaranteed Student
(Heath) Loan, is not dependent upon your
student status. Therefore, your check is
available to you anytime after it is
received here--in this instance, January 9.
However, The National Direct Student
Loan (NDSL) program requires that its
checks be held until after the tuition
refund period (February 16) because
qualification for this type of loan is
dependent upon student status.
This office regrets any discomfort that
this miscommunication may have caused
you, but it is happy to report that it will
not happen again.
Sincerely,
Bernadine J. Bolden
Interim Vice President
for Student Affairs

The last day for tuition refunds
was Jan. 12, according to a sign
posted outside of the cashier's
window, not Feb 16 as stated in
your letter. This allows more than
four weeks for The Finance and
Accounting office (F&A )to
compile theirfacts andfigures on
students receiving financial aid.
1 'm currently gathering
information concerning the
handling offinancial aid at other
state universities, and I'll let you
know how we compare.
However, I still feel that, for a
school of approximately 7,000
students, our promptness in
handling financial aid could be
improved.
I am pleased to hear that I wont
have to wait again. However, I
wish the regret expressed had come
from F&A, rather than the Vice
President of Student Affairs.
Shortly after the editorial was
published, I received a call from
F&A telling me that I could pick up
my check at any time. Their
reaction to the editorial was by no
means favorable and they were
quick to askfor a "retraction" —
and long on excuses for the
"miscommunication."
Apart from the embarrassment I
experienced from writing such an
erroneous editorial, the one thing
that displeased me most about this
misunderstanding was the attitude I
encountered; the attitude that I
should have been better informed
about financial aid—that all
students should know what they're
talking about when they come to
the cashier's window.
I suppose it would be nice if
students were better informed. It
would make F&A's job a lot easier
and my job obsolete. However,
students are not here to serve

university employees, university
employees are here to serve
students, and hopefully to make
our life a little easier.
As for the retraction, here it is:

understand how it happened.
I’m also sorry for the delay in
publishing this, but retractions
could not be disbursed until after
March 10.

I'm sorry for writing such an
erroneous editorial. I sincerely
hope that all ofyou in F&A

Paul W. Brandenburger
Managing Editor
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA
Division of Continuing Education
Presents

FREE SANDWICH!!

Preparation Courses
for the

GMAT
GRE

SAT
LSAT

PRESENT THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU PURCHASE ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING SANDWICHES
AND GET ONE OF EQUAL OR
LESS VALUE ABSOLUTELY

FREE!!!
Steak In a Sack
Camel Rider
Barbeque
Hotdog

Classes will meet at the
UNF MAIN CAMPUS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
PLEASE CONTACT:
Jan Hedges
Division of Continuing Education
University of North Florida
Jacksonville, Florida 32216
Phone: 646 2690

ALL AMERICAN HOTDOG
10365 Beach Boulevard
Limit, one coupon per customer,
per visit. Offer expires 3-31-87

WordPerfect 42
DATASTOR offers the most popular word-processing software,

complete with

full documentation, 112,000 word spelling

dictionary and thesaurus.
List price $495, special full-time student or faculty price of $125.

Contact: UNF, Ann Freudenthal in Bldg. 2, Room 1031,
642-2820 or Sue Jantz at DAT ASTOR, 390-4212.

Brand New

x Alden Trace
Apartments
1 bedroom only $309 • 2 bedrooms only $399
Just 8 miles from Mayport
Adult/family sections
Only *150 security deposit

• Furnished apts. available
• Buy your own furniture thru us
for only *50 per mo.

DIRECTIONS-Take Beach on Atlantic Blvd, to St. Johns Bluff Rd. Go V/2 miles to Alden
Road. Turn east on Alden to Alden Trace, just V2 mile on your left.

ph. 642-6770
Come by and choose your new apartment home today!
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Student life's asst, dean
position downgraded

Stanley H. Kaplan

The SMART MOVE!
PREPARATION FOR:

SAT • GMAT • USAT • GRE • MCAT
By C. L. DuPont

Classes now at Jacksonville University

Staff

The position and salary of UNFs
assistant dean for student life has been
downgraded.
Don Thibault, who recently resigned
the post and chairs the search committee,
said this will not affect the quality of
service provided to students. The
position has been renamed "director of
student development"
Fifty-eight applications have been
received for the position, which was
recently advertised in a national
publication for higher education.
Thibault said the administration hopes the
new director will be on campus by May
1. Thibault’s resignation becomes
effective in May.
The advertised annual salary of
$24,000 to $27,000 is higher than entry
level income for the position, said
Thibault

Justifying the salary decrease,
Thibault said, "If a person is successful,
one way to reward a job well done is
through planned and orderly salary
increments. Bringing in the next person
at a lower salary is not unusual since
money for salary is hard to come by at
the university level. Also, you don’t
want to reward the incoming person for
work accomplished by another," he said.
The advertised job description is little
changed from the responsibilities
Thibault now has as assistant dean for

student life. The duties of director of
student development will include
management of the student life and the
alcohol-drug information centers, liaison
with student organizations, advising
student government, and coordinating the
judicial system. The new director will
also manage the office budget, supervise
campus and student employees, and plan
and implement student leadership
activities.
A change in the job description
emphasizes an area that administration
wants to "beef up": that of student
development and leadership. The new
director will be working more closely
with campus organzations and clubs.
Thibault said the position change will
allow more flexibility for decisions on
student life and student leadership
activities by the new director.
The applications, Thibault said, can
generally be divided into three groups.
The first group is "those who are simply
not qualified." Another group is those
qualified applicants who simply want to
"move to Florida." The middle group is a
"good pool from which to choose ...
those applicants who will be good for
UNF."
Deadline for submission of an
application was February 20. The search
committee is composed of faculty, staff
and students.

CALL

727-0008
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER LTD.

This man
doesn’t have to
be your landlord.
And you don't have to keep filling his pockets
every month with your hard-earned money.
At Oak Park Villas in downtown Jacksonville,
you can OWN a beautiful 2 bedroom, 11/a
bath home. Our model villa is open by ap
pointment, so call us today at 355-7940.
^Features include: Quality equipped kitchens; Fireplace in
some town homes; Covered porch and patio; Electronically
controlled access gate; beautiful, oak shaded surroundings.
Make An Appointment
To See Our Model Villa.

355-7940

Oak Park Villa
Crown Coast Development Corp.
111 East 1st St., 3 Blocks North of State St. on Newnan

Briefs —

Ice Cream Shop renamed
By Cacan
Truluck
Staff
The Ice Cream
Shop has been
renamed the
"Courtyard Cafe."
A contest was
held for the students
and faculty at UNF
to come up with a
new name for the Ice
Cream Shop.

Of the 500 entries in the contest,
Bill Howington's, a student at UNF,
was the winner.
Howington won free round trip
tickets to anywhere in Florida over the

week of spring break. He chose Key
West as his vacation spot
"The new name was badly needed for
future promotions and coupons," said
Steve Rider, food service director.

Contributor

The Academic Enrichment and Skills
Center has changed its hours of
operation. The need for the center’s
services has not been demonstrated on
Friday afternoons, and as a result, the
center will close at 1 p.m. on Fridays.
The volume of requests for assistance has
increased, however, during the evening
hours on Monday through Thursday.
Therefore, the center will extend its
hours to 8:00 p.m. Monday through
Thursday.

The UNF Journalism Club is being
revived by a group of communications
students. The club is the forerunner to
forming a chapter of Sigma Delta ChiThe Society of Professional Journalists.
Students interested in joining the club
or in obtaining information about it
should contact Catherine Cooper or
faculty members Hugh Fullerton or Bill
Roach. You may also leave your name
and telephone number for Catherine at
the Communications office, Room
2238, Building 3.
The first meeeting of the club will be
held after Spring break.

Career Expo

The 11th annual Career Expo for
UNF students will be held on Wednesday
March 25, from 1 to 8 p.m. at the FCCJ
south campus gymnasium.
Students will learn about career
opportunities and they will be able to
interview with prospective employers. A
Dr. Priscilla VanZandt, the assistant
general assembly will be held at 1 p.m.
director, reminds students that the center
to acquaint students with the economic
is available for their needs and will do
• development of Jacksonville, followed
everything possible to assist students.
by individual discussions with
Dr. VanZandt encourages students to
employers. Companies and organization
drop in and inquire about the services
from the local area, State of Florida, and
offered at the center. If you have any
Atlanta have been invited to participate.
questions, call 646-2766.
For additional information, contact
Revised schedule: Monday-Thursday,
the campus Center for Career
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.; Friday, 8:00 a.m. Development Services, Building 2, room
1:00 p.m.
2086.

New hours at skills center
By Linda Layman

Journalism
club revived

Faculty
development
awards
received
The UNF Division of Continuing
Education recently awarded a total of
$5,014 to 13 faculty members who
submitted applications for die
Continuing Education Faculty
Development Fund.
Award recipients will use funds to
pursue such professional development
activities as attending a conference to
learn a new skill, updating knowledge in
their field, and developing a new credit or
non-credit course. The funds for these
awards were generated by the Division of
Continuing Education through its non
credit program.
Award recipients for the Spring 1987
semester are Drs. Richard Bizot, Lenard
Bowie, Noel Brathwaite, John Browning,
Nancy Levine, Judy Lombana, Randall
Russac, Stanley Swart, Terry Tabor,
Susana Urbina, Sharon Weaver,
Katherine Webster, and Kathaleen
Bloom.
A total of $10,639 was awarded in
1986-87 to 27 UNF faculty members
from the Continuing Education Faculty
Develoment Fund.
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Are you looking for some good advice?
By Catherine Cooper
Contributor

Beverly Brooks is an Education major
at UNF. She is supposed to graduate this
year, but she might not. A linguistics
class that Beverly needs before she can
become certified to teach is only offered
once a year, and she could not take it
because of a schedule conflict. So,
Beverly went to her advisor in the
Department of Education for help.
’’She (the advisor) was very
insensitive to my needs. She said I would
have to wait a year before I could
graduate, since I couldn’t take the class at
that time. But I can't wait. I have to be
employed. I have kids to support."
In addition, Beverly said, she was
never informed by her advisor that she had
only one chance a year to take the required
linguistics course.
Last fall, a series of articles about
academic advising was published by the
University of Florida’s campus paper, The
Alligator, after several students
complained about their school advisors.
The articles aired the grievances of
several UF students who had been
misadvised and/or treated rudely by their
counselors. The articles also discussed the
reasons why students were being
misadvised so often.
The main problem, the articles said,
is the lack of full-time academic advisors.
Even though UF had 35,000 students
enrolled in its classes last fall, there were
no full-time academic advisors.
At UF, course instructors are the
students advisors. Students complain that
their advisors are carrying full teaching
load and have little time for counseling,
and therefore, give it little attention.
But what about UNF?
In the fall of 1981, UNF began a
"centralized advising system." Simply
stated, it means students can go to one
place for advising, where advisors counsel
students full-time. Unlike UF advisors,
UNF advisors devote their time to

academic advising, though they may teach
one course a year.
The reason for full-time advisors is
that "advising is a lull-time job," said
Beth Clements, acting head of advising
for the College of Arts and Sciences.
According to Ms. Clements, advisors
at UNF are required to have at least a
Bachelor’s degree in their counseling field.
Meaning, if a couselor is advising for the
College of Arts and Sciences, he or she
must have a degree in a College or Arts
and Sciences major.
In addition to a degree, new advisors
must train for at least six months under
another advisor before they can become a
full-time counselor. It is not easy either.
Ms. Clements said there are 32
majors in the College of Arts and
Sciences, each one having certain
prerequisites, as well as six sets of
distribution requirements covering six
years.
"We have to be able to carry
everything simultaneously in our heads.
There is no reference book. If we had one,
it would be the size of the Oxford English
Dictionary. We would spend all our time
looking things up," she said.
Unlike UF advisors, couselors at
UNF help students choose majors by
asking students what their interests and
career objectives are. They also teach
freshmen the workings of the college.
"Many don’t know what a credit is, or
that they won’t be in the same four
classes for a year," said Ms. Clements.
Betty Meers, an advisor in the
Department of Education who did her
dissertation on university academic
advising, said that although the academic
advisors at UNF are not trained to do
mental counseling, they are investigating
the possiblity of learning some skills in
the case of an emergency.
UNF also has an Academic Advising
Council which meets once a month to

SASS will offer UNF students
computer assisted advising
By Diana K. Leckman
Staff

UNF is scheduled to be included in
Phase II of the new Student Academic
Support System (SASS) program to be
implemented in the State University
System (SUS).
SASS was created as a result of a
1985 legislative appropriation
authorizing the development of a
computerized system for disseminating
advising information. This system will
be used by all nine state universities.
Dr. Joyce Jones, assistant vice
president of academic affairs said, "SASS
is the result of the university’s planning
over a three year time period."
SASS requires the development of a
SUS-wide academic advisement system,
which should provide for the following:
(1) development of academic programs;
(2) the interaction of the student program
and the planning for course offerings by
the faculty; (3) the interaction with the

student registration process; (4) the
replacement of counseling
•
manuals, which require constant updating;
and (5) the enhancement of transferability
among the various post-secondary
education sectors in Florida.
The development, so far, has
primarily focused on items (1) and (5),
and implementation has begun at three
univeristies: Florida International
University, the University of Central
Florida, and the University of South
Florida.
Although a SUS-wide computer
system will be used, SASS will allow
each university to use its own data and
data layouts. Further, each institution
will have control over the manner in
which reports and programs of study are
formatted and how the system is accessed
on its campus.

discuss problems and changes in the
advising areas.
According to Ms. Meers, school
administrators, such as Dr. Joyce Jones,
assistant vice president for academic
Affairs, attend these meetings also. Ms.
Meers feel that the attendance of such
administrators is evidence of the school's
commitment to help students.
"Our administration is committed to
providing quality academic advising," said
Ms. Meers.

"Occasionally a
mistake is made,
but they're rare.
When there are
problems, we try
and make sure the
problems get
properly
resolved."
Dean Healy.
So, what are the causes of
misadvising?
Ms. Clements said that sometimes it
is just human error. Many times,
however, it is a miscommunication
between the two parties.
"We don’t like to misadvise.
Sometimes there’s a miscommunication.
You may think you’re asking a specific

thing, but you may not be," said Ms.
Clements.
Often, students do not make advising
appointments early enough before
registration, Ms. Clements said, so they
call their advisor on the phone or stop
them on campus to ask a question. This
can cause a breakdown in communication
because the adviser will not have your
specific program of study fo refer to.
She said, "If you call or stop me in
the hallway to ask a question about your
program of study, and there's a
miscommunication between us, I’m not
liable. But if you come to my office, and
I give you the wrong information, and I
sign it, then yes, I am liable."
What should you do if you think you
may have been misadvised?
First, ask another advisor’s opinion to
see if there is a problem. If there is,
report it to the dean of the college. If you
find that you have been misinformed by
an advisor, a petition can usually be
obtained to have the misinformation
waived.
"What we can't do," said Dean Healy,
"is defy state laws in the process."
For example, he said, the Gordon
Rule, which requires a student to fulfill
specific math and writing requirements,
must be met.
"That's (the program of study)
essentially a contract between the
university and the student. We have to
honor the contract. Occasionally a
mistake is made, but they're rare. When
there are problems, we try and make sure
the problems get properly resolved," said
Dean Healy.
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MAYORAL
FORUM
Wednesday, April 1
7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
.

I .

.

UNF Theatre
FREE

Candidates for Mayor
Dick Burroughs
Henry Cook
Tommy Hazouri
John Lewis
Doug Milne
Sinclair Wilcox

Panel members
Channel 4's Winston Dean
Times-Union's Robert Blade
SGA President Bill Bowen
Alumni RepresentativeDoug Ganson

Sponsored by the Sttudent Government Association,
University Programming Board and the Alumni Association
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Job
seminars
offered
By Judy Elwell
Contributor

The Center for Career
Development is offering a job search
orientation twice each month during
the spring semester for students who
will be entering the job market in the
next year.
Tliese seminars, which last less
than two hours, provide information
on evaluating individual job interests
and also provide ideas for gaining
access to data regarding available job
openings. Carol Adams, coordinator,
career planning and counseling, said
that 80 percent of available jobs are
not advertised in the newspapers.
She suggests contacting people
in a proposed profession for
interviews. These interviews can be
useful in determining what
employers look for in terms of
education and experience. They also
begin a networking process for your
job search after graduation.
The center also offers seminars
on resume writing which is another
important element in job acquisition.
There are a number of additional
resources available to students.
Counselors provide individual
assistance. A listing of seminars and
other valuable information is'”'
available at the center which is
located on the second floor of
Building Two.

Ad venture,travel: study abroad
By Melaine Wieder
UNFs Center for International
Education has announced three summer
study programs for 1987, according to Dr.
Betty M. Flinchum, chairperson of
human services and director of the center.
The three programs, available to
anyone meeting freshman-level status but
not necessarily having to be a student,
will include study tours to Ireland,
England and Beliz, Central America.
Ireland's tour is open to all who are
interested in Ireland and will be
particularly rewarding to those with some
knowledge of Irish literature and culture.
Participants will be able to study and
tour, or simply tour, James Joyce's
Dublin, William Butler Yeat's Country
Sligo, John Millington Synge's Aran
Islands, and many other points of interest.
The cost of the fourteen day tour,
from June 22 to July 6, 1987, is $1,950.
This includes round-trip airfare from
Jacksonville, coach transportation within
Ireland, all hotel accomodations, roundtrip
passage on the "Queen of Aran" ferry,
tickets for an Abbey Theatre production
and the medieval banquet at Dunguaire.
Any questions about the tour should be
directed to Dr. Richard Bizot, professor of
English, the University of North Florida,
646-2580. Deadline for registration is
March 31,1987.
On-site study in London, Bristol,
and Yorkshire, England, observing the
Open School Concept of Education in
British primary and middle schools will
be available from June 22 to July 13,
1987. The program will focus on the
open learning environment, primary
curriculum, and movement education with
j oung children.
Cost of the program will be $2,000

Sailing club sets sail for break
By Cacan Truluck
Staff

The UNF sailing club is sailing south
for some fun in the sun.
On March 14, they will sail from Fort
Myers into the Gulf of Mexico, for
Sanabelle Island.
Along with sailing ¿lub members,
faculty advisors and UNF students will
also board the four boats for the four-day
trip.
The captain of one sailboat, the
"O’Day," is Don Thibault, assistant Dean
for Student Life. Kathy Webster, from
the division of Nursing, will captain the
"Tartan." The "Endeavor," the last of the
37-foot boats, will be captained by Steve
DuBois, alumnus of the UNF sailing
club.
Dave Porter, from the Fine Arts
department, will captain the 41-foot
"Tartan Talk."
David Bailey, sailing club president,
said, "The trip is for experience — to
learn the life (of sailing) on a larger boat
than most of the sailing club members
are accustomed." The UNF sailing club

Jacksonville to London; Britrail passes;
room; two meals a day while in England;
and travel expenses for program
instruction. Questions should be directed
to Betty Flinchum at 646-2840. Deadline
for registration is April 1, 1987.

Contributor

is only equiped with Lasers, very small
(12 foot) boats.
The itinerary takes the sailors to
Captiva, an island near Sanabelle.
"Because there are four boats,
everyone will have an opportunity to
either sail as much as they want, or stay
around the beaches and do some
windsurfing," Bailey said.
Cost for the trip is $80 per person,
which covers their three day excursion
into the Atlantic Ocean, ending March
17th.
The sailing club stores their five
Lasers and three sailboards at Bolles High
School on San Jose Boulevard. Three
sailing clinics are held each semester for
students who wish to learn about sailing.
After a short training period, students are
able to check the sailboats out. There are
also three regattas held each year for club
members.
The sailing club is open to all
students, for more information call the
student recreation department (646-2525).

Study in Belize, Central America,
starting from August 33 to August
16,1987, will allow the individual to
visit a tropical English-speaking country
and observe the physical and cultural
geography. Focus will center on the
various ethnic groups (Maya Indian,
Creole, Garifunian, and Mennonite) and
how they adapted themselves to their
various physical environments.

Dr. Betty Flinchum

Ph0,°<v

per person and does not include
registration fees if the course is taken for
college credit. The program fee will
include: round trip transportation from

The program will cost
approximately $1,200 per person and
includes round trip transportation from
Jacksonville, room, two meals a day, and
travel expenses for program instruction.
Registration fees for college credit are not
included. Contact Dr. Betty Flinchum at
646-2840. Registration deadline is June
1, 1987.
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OPEN
NIGHTLY
Bring in this coupon and
receive 20% off any service

PLEASE CALL FOR
AN APPOINTMENT
241-7174
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We carry a full line of competition grade stunt
kites and related accessories.
‘Kiting Books
‘Geometric Kites
‘Decorator Kites
‘Designer Kites

‘Fighter Kites

‘Bubble Blowers

‘Gliders

‘Boomerangs

3101 Spring Park Road • Jacksonville, FL 32207

(904) 399-KITE
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ATHLETICS

Declan Doyle named
NAIA All-American
By Bonnie Senappe
Staff

UNF runner Declan Doyle received a her previous personal record for the two
unique birthday present Saturday,
mile run.
February 27, at the NAIA National
"I felt pretty good overall before the
run. I had run on a wooden track twice
Indoor Track and Field meet at Kansas
City, Missouri.
before," Jarvis said. "After the run I
Doyle was named National
was disappointed. I wanted to make
finals."
Association of Intercolligiate Athletics
(NAIA) All-American after finishing
Wickliffe, a junior, finished 16th
second in the two-mile run with a time
with a time of 11:45. The day before
of 9:06. He is the first Osprey runner
the race Wickliffe found out she had
to win All-American honors in indoor
Mononucleosis, but said, "I was ready
tract
for the race but I wasn't in top
"This meet was the first I'd run on a
condition. "The doctors told her she
wooden, banked track. I was nervous,
could run, but after the first mile, she
but once I got the heats out of the way,
was worn out and couldn’t run up to her
I felt good," Doyle said.
ability," said UNF track coach Bob
In honor of his birthday Doyle had
Symons.
something to say to the coach and the
With Doyle's second place finish,
team; "I'd like to thank Coach Symons
the team is charted 15th in the nation.
and the guys on the team. They
This is the first time UNF’s indoor
practiced a lot with me when they didn’t track team has been nationally ranked.
have to, since they weren’t competing at
Doyle is also the first male UNF athlete
Indoor Nationals," Doyle said.
to earn All-American honors in track,
Kim Jarvis and April Wickliffe
said Symons.
competed for UNF in the women's 2The outdoor track season gets
mile run.
underway March 7, with the Edward
Jarvis, a senior, placed tenth, with
Waters Relays at Jacksonville.
a time of 11:27,16 seconds better than

Sports Profile —■
Jeff Thorsen
By Bonnie Senappe
Staff

UNF golfer Jeff Thorsen is a
newcomer to the sport. He has only
played golf for two years, but his lack of
experience hasn't interfered with his
rivaling the other UNF golf team
members on the links.
’ "I played baseball in high school, but
when I graduated, I quit. One day my Dad
asked me to play golf with him, and I
really enjoyed it," Thorsen said.
"He’s a very talented golfer with lots
of ability," said UNF assistant golf coach
Boots Farley. "All he needs is a little
seasoning."
Thorsen's golf game profits from the
baseball skills he acquired. "The two
sports are similar. In golf I need the
same concentration I needed as a pitcher,
and swinging a golf club is like swinging
a bat," Thorsen said. "My baseball
experience has helped me the most”
"I've got the mechanics (for golf), I'm
just lacking experience - but that'll come
with time," he said.
This fall was Thorsen's first season
on a golf team. "The fall season got us
into the routine," he said. "I improved on
my short game and driving accuracy."
"Tom Leinberger, the head pro at the
Ravines, has been the biggest influence
on my golf career. He got me going, and
has worked with me a lot," Thorsen said.
Thorsen graduated from Orange Park
High School in 1984, and two years later
received his AA degree from FCCJ.
While at FCCJ, Thorsen began

playing golf. UNF golf coach Duncan
Hall saw Thorsen playing at the
Jacksonville Beach Golf Course, and
offered him a scholarship to UNF.
Now attending UNF on this
scholarship, he maintains a 3.6
cumulative grade point average. "I like
UNF for the education. The teachers are
very good," he said. "I chose this
university for its academics."
"Keeping high grades while still
playing sports is an accomplishment that
is very important to me," Thorsen said.
"Even through high school it was
important"
Thorsen, a junior, is majoring in
finance. "I want to be a financial
consultant for a big corporation after
graduation," he said.
Thorsen's favorite athlete is Greg
Norman, a golfer who sets high standards
for himself and attempts to reach those
goals. "He's the same style golfer I am,"
said Thorsen. "He's my favorite."
Thorsen practices three to four hours
every day, maintaining a game average in
the low seventies, and a two handicap.
The practice paid off when Thorsen
won the President's Cup at the Ravines
three months ago. Thorsen's best score
was a 65 at the San Jose Country Club.
Although UNF will field its baseball
team before he graduates, Thorsen does
not plan to join the team. "I don’t have
enough time to put into baseball now."
he said.

Outdoor track season begins
UNF coach Bob Symons hopes the
success of the indoor season carries over
to the current track season.
"We’ll be tough this year. We’re
looking for some individual successes and
should have our largest numbers of
qualifiers for our National meet. When I
say qualifiers I mean guys who can score
and place at Nationals," Symons said.
Symons singled out several
• performers to watch: Declan Doyle and
Finion Cronin in the 5000m and 1500m,
Curt Castetter in the steeplechase, Tom
Keane in the 10,000m, Alton Barnes and
Kenny Giles in the 800m, and said our
distance medley in 4 x 1600m relay teams
could be real tough.
The 16 member squad is UNF’s
largest track team ever.
Symons’ goal for the women’s team
is to improve on last years' 18 th place
National finish.

"I think the women can be top ten
this year. Two Lady Ospreys, Wendy
Hagmann and Lyn MacDonald, have
already qualified for the NAIA marathon.
Other Lady Ospreys to watch include:
three-time All-American Angie Mogielski
in the 800m and the 1500m, two-time
All-American Kim Jarvis in the 3000m,
April Wicklifffe in the 500m and
10,000m, Chris Florio and Nyala Geilser
both at 800m and 1500m. We'll also be
tough on two mile and distance medley
relay," said Symons.
"I expect to see UNF’s record book
rewritten this year," Symons said.
Symons predicted men's and women’s
track teams would finish second in the
district behind Edward Waters College.
"Edward Waters should win the district
because they field a full complement track
and field team."

NAIA audits UNF athletics
(From Pagel)

of coach Vorwerk.
But these are not the main concerns of
the audit, said Healy. It is geared toward
the academic requirements of
student/athletes.
An athlete must be enrolled in 12
credit hours and must have passed 12
hours, maintaining at least a 2.0 GPA to
be eligible for competition.
Healy wants to develop a system
where an athlete’s records would have a
particular code for administrative use.
The athlete's records could then be
immediately recognized and all course
changes would be routed through the
athletic department.
"This way," Healy said, "it gives us a
checking system . .. infractions would
not slip through unnoticed."
NCAA schools have specific academic
advisors for their athletes unlike UNF,
which doesn't yet have funding for that
type of operation, said Healy.
Louis Ballantyne, UNF tennis team
member, is one athlete who ’slipped'
through the system. Ballantyne dropped a
class thinking he had 12 hours, but one
class was a repeat; not actually counting
for the required 12 credit hours, so he will
probably be ineligible for the 1987
season, although the NAIA has not
responded officially as of yeL
If Ballantyne is ineligible for the
1986-87 season, the men’s tennis team
must forfeit all previous games in which

Ballantyne competed. This would leave
UNF without national ranking and a 0-11
win/loss record for the season.
Frank Vermeer is another tennis
player who may be ineligible for the
1987 season. In the Fall semester,
Vermeer enrolled in a pre-english class
usually required for foreign students but
may not count for college credit hours.
Vermeer will not compete until a decision
is made by the NAIA.

"Actually, we are
glad to have this
done now...we
can start fresh
knowing the rules"
Tom Healy
Track coach Bob Symons hasn’t yet
run into serious infractions for the track
team but said, "We (in athletics) are all
waiting for decisions from the NAIA."
"The decisions probably will not be
in for another month," Healy said.
"Actually, we are glad to have this done
now...we can start fresh knowing the
rules ... in one year we will double our
athletes by the addition of one program
(baseball)."

SPORTS SHORTS
MEN'S TENNIS

WOMEN’S TENNIS

UNF (5-3) vs Jacksonville
University (0-7):

UN F (6-3) vs College of
Charleston 4-4):

SINGLES
# 1 Roger Stubber (JU) d.
MarkFreyman 7-6,6-4; #2
Jorgen Peterson (JU) d.
Louis LaMontagne 6-4,6-7,
6-4; #3 Lou Ballantyne
(UNF) d. Jerome Smith 6
3,6-2; #4 Marc Lawrence
(UNF) d. Mark Bonifigi 6-0,
6-1; Kerry Clapper (UNF) d.
John-Marc Grassia 6-3,6-2;
David Coakes (UNF) d.

SINGLES
#1 Frank Vermeer (UNF)
d. Eric Grand 6-4, 7-5; #2
J.D. Bradley (C of C) d.
MarkFreyman 6-3, 3-6,6
4; #3 Pierre Lauzo (C of C)
d. Louis LaMontagne 3-6,6
3,6-4; #4 Marc Lawrenoe
(UNF) d. Lars Lund 7-5,6
2; Kerry Clapper (UNF) d
d. Matt Wilson 6-4, 7-5;

Mark Johns 6-2,6-4;

DOUBLES
.
# 1 FreymarVBallantyne
(UNF) d. Stubber/Peterson
8-7 (pro-set);
LaMontagne/Clapper (UNF)
d. Smith/Grassia 8-3 (pro
set); Lawrence/Coakes
(UNF) d. Tom
Northrop/Alturo Aleman 6-0,
6-0.

Scott Fortson (C of C) d.
David Coakes 6-3, 7-6.
DOUBLES
#1 Vemeer/LaMontagne
(UNF) d. Bradley/Lauzon
6-4, 7-5; #2 Grand/ Wilson
(C of C) d.
Freyman//clapper 6-2,3
6,7-5; #3 Lawrence/
Coakes (UNF) d. John
Kammsrer/ Fortson
6-3,6-4.

UNF (7-3) vs Flagler (5-1)
SINGLES
# 1 Jennifer Ciser (FL.) d.
Lotta Ekberg 6-2,6-2; #2
Cindi Basler (UNF) d.
Catherine
Enriquez 6-4, 6-2; #3
Cindy Chatin (FL) d. Sue
Leach 6-4,7-5; #4 Julie

Went (FL)

d. Jill Ward 5-7,6-3.6
4; #5 Lori Webster (UNF) d.
Petra Ohlsson 7-6,6-4; #6
Samantha
Rokborough (FL) d.
CacanTruluok 6-7,6-3,6-0.
DOUBLES
#1 Ciser/ Rokborough
(FL) d. Ekberg/Leach 6-3,
7-6; #2 Ward/Basler (UNF)
d. Went/Ohlsson
6-0,6-2; #3 Webster/
Truluck(UNF) d. Chatin/
Pasqual 6-1,6-4.
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Fencing Club: foiling around
Liz Massicotte
Staff

There is a sporting activity at UNF
that is probably the best kept secret on
campus. Can it be ice hockey? Can it be
underwater fingerpainting? No! This
best kept secret is fencing.
Fencing is skillful swordplay. As a
sporting event, it can be traced back to
the mid-1700’s. Fencing today is a well
developed sport requiring muscular
coordination and a thorough knowledge of
technique and tactics.
Fencing has been at UNF for a
number of years in the form of the UNF
Fencing Club.
Since Oct. 1986, the club has received
forma! training under the direction of
coach George Broughton.
Broughton came to UNF with a broad
background of fencing experience.
Broughton, bom in Germany, began

fencing at age 12. He continued to
develop his expertise in fencing after his
arrival to the United States.
Broughton coached the Women’s Foil
Team at the University of Florida for one
year and he also coached at Fort Caroline
Junior High School. He is a current
member of the International Federation of
Fencing.
Many of you may have unknowingly
seen Broughton’s penchant for fencing
through his past choreographic
expressions in Shakespeare’s plays of
’’Othello,” Twelfth Night," and ’’ Romeo
and Juliet" performed at UNF.
Broughton and his fencers recently
competed in the Coeur'a Coeur Fencing
Tournament held on February 21 at
Englewood High School.
The tournament was sponsored by the

Jacksonville Fencing Club which falls
within the Gateway Council of the United
States Fencing Association.
Although each fencer represented the
UNF team , the tournament centered
around the performance of each individual
fencer.
A Coeur a Coeur Tournament is a
display of split second speed and sound
tactical judgement.
Membership on the team is open to
male and female students interested in
learning the art of fencing or developing
existing fencing skills.
The team practices approximately 12
hours a week. Anyone interested can call
the Student Life Office at 646-2525 for
additional information.

Intramural
basketball
season
underway

STARTING
YOUR
JOB
SEARCH?

By Anne Patrice
Clarke
Sports Editor

The five man intramural
spring basketball season was
initiated on Feb. 9. Thirteen
teams have begun playing at
the FCCJ South Campus
gymnasium.
Four games are held
Monday through Thursday,
beginning at 7 p.m.
Among the thirteen teams,
there are some talented
basketball players, or at least
recognizable figures.
The UNF faculty has a
team called "Coback," in
which four members of the
coaching staff play: Leo
Vorwerk, Bob Symons, Dusty
Rhodes, and Oliver Kraut
One student team, "Air
Phi," from tne Pi Kappa Phi
fraternity is filled with past
high school basketball players.
"We hold practices, run
plays: offenses, man to man
coverage, zone and full to half
court defenses," said Robert
Tally captian and organizer of
"Air Phi."
Three of the students went
to Englewood High School
together. Tally said, "We're
well organized, so we have a
good chance of winning."
The FCCJ basketball red
shirts have an intramural team.
Red shirts are players who are
ineligible, whether by a
coaches choice, injury, or
grades.
Some other teams that
"impressed" Tally were the
"Dominoes," "Say No," and
the "Net-Cutters." Each of the
teams have won games by a
considerable margin in the first
week of play, and "should be
tough as the season goes on,"
said Purser.

Photo by Susan Stanton

STEP 1. You must have a professional-looking — sales-oriented

RESUME
STEP 2. You must have an organized, — targeted

JOB SEARCH CAMPAIGN
We can help you with both. Our firm has been helping students get
into the job market faster — and in better-paying positions — since 1962.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES!
OUR UNIQUE STUDENT RESUME PROGRAM INCLUDES:
* Personal Conferences with a professional counselor
* Expert analysis of your background, experience, career goals
* An effective, creatively written and designed resume and cover-letter that will
highlight your personal qualifications and most marketable skills
* Free job search and interviewing techniques which will give you a competitive
edge
* 50 copies of your custom designed resume, cover-letter and matching envelopes.

Call now for your FREE appointment

BEST RESUME SERVICE
BEST EXECUTIVE MARKETING SERVICE
Suite 133 Brownette Bldg.* 4080 Woodcock Drive * Jacksonville, FL. 32207

398-BEST
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CPT. ROBERT OATES UNF MILITARY SCIENCE
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Classifieds
TYPING BY MICHELLEProfessional, confidential and
reasonable. APA term papers,
resumes, business
correspondence, theses,
dissertations, newsletters and
word-processing. Beaches call
246-0378.

MAKE BEER- .12 a bottle.
Beer and wine-making suppliesBest Brew: 396-7666.
GENERAL TYPING
SERVICES
Term papers, resumes, etc. on
word-processing equipment with
memory. Bold type, justified
right margin, APA specialist near
Regency Square. Call Mrs.
Hudson at 723-3211.
GRE or GMAT, MATH
TUTORING. $15.00. Call
636-0581.

¿fou could talk to
your friend about
his/her green ^ean
problem, 9ut...

Details, send self-addressed,
stamped envelope. BEDUYA,
Box 17145, Tycson, AZ 85731.
NEED P.T. STUDENT
WORKER- Mon.-Thurs.
4:30-9:00p.m. In Wellness
Center. Must be certified in first
aidandC.P.R. Contact Joan
Nicholson 646-2900 for
information.

GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTSStudents who wish to order
name card inserts for graduation
announcements should place
their order at the Bookstore by
March 13,1987. Faculty
needing to rent or purchase
Academic Regalia for Spring
Commencement should place
their orders at the Bookstore on
March 30 and 31st.

Can you

ACCOUNTING STUDENT:
TYPING SERVICE
Needed in accounting office for
Business, Personal, Term
small business.very flexible
Papers, Resumes, Over 15 years
hours and 5 minutes from UNF.
professional experience. Call 285 Call 641-0443.
0363.
PERSONALS:
A FEW SPARE HOURS?JANE PRO SKIER
Receive/forward mail from home! Congratulations on the Journal
Uncle Sam works hard-you
Award! Love Lisa and The
pocket hundreds honestly!
Baseball Nut.

Alcohol and Drug
Education Committee

talk about
a drinking
problem?

P o D«AWW W

EMOffV UNtVEPSTTr
ATLANTA. GKXKSU 30322

TASTE THE ARBY’S
NORTH FLORIDA'S #1 ROOMMATE LOCATING SERVICE

ten G<5b6 HtAMNA

WHY PEOPLE CALL US

-----------------k

1. Share Living Expenses - rent,
electricity, cable, telephone bills.
2. Companionship - Single, Divorced /MM':
or Widowed
"
3. Navy wives wanting companionship
while husbands out to sea
4, Have more spending money at the end of the^

month
Christian fellowship
Live in a luxury apartment community
Live closer to work and the beach
Navy personnel wanting to live off base
Have a dependable roommate with the same age
and interests as you
10. Moving to Jacksonville? Convenient MAIL
SERVICE. No need for office visits.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

SINGLES • COUPLES • FAMILIES
PROFESSIONALS • STUDENTS • SENIOR CITIZENS • MILITARY

777-MATE

Call for FREE informatior»

NOBODY DOES IT

BIGGER
BETTER
Arby's® lean roast beef sandwich
is better than any other roast beef
sandwich, because Arby's gives
you more leaner meat than
anyone, and more
variety than anyone.
And Arby's has

been serving their delicious lean
roast beef longer than anyone, so
we really know great roast beef.
Eat leaner, feel terrific
with a lean roast
beef sandwich at
} \ Arby's.

WORLDWIDE
ORANGE PARK MALL (MAIN ENTRANCE)
264-7651

REGENCY PARK (NEXT TO SAVE & PACK)
724-8878
ASK ABOUT OUR STUDENT DISCOUNT.
USE THIS COUPON FOR 50% ONE ROLL PHOTO

PROCESSING - EXPIRES APRIL 31,1987.

4
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569
Z 1 ARBY’S
"l ARBYS*
Z
I DELUXE
$449 I beef n
$0491
- CHEDDAR COMBO
■
CHICKEN BREAST * I
(include» Mndwich large
tries A large soft drink )
SANDWICH
Buy up to 6 at this price with this coupon. Not

■
t

valid with any other offer Offer valid through
February 28. 1987 One coupon per customer
▼
GOOD AT PARTICIPATING ARBYS

Buy up to 6 at this price with this coupon Not
valid with any other offer Offer valid through
t ebruary 28 1987. One coupon per customer
.QOOD AT PARTICIPATING ARBYS
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FIND OUT ABOUT
A CAREER IN
CHIROPRACTIC
If you are interested in:
• promoting health
• helping others
• seeking an independent career
• making a difference

Attend the Sherman College of
Straight Chiropractic career session
Where Firsf Coast Chiropractic Office
When: Wednesday, March 25
?:30 P.m.
Information: 737’370^
Time:
A representative of Sherman College in Spartanburg,
South Carolina will present a program on chiropractic
as a career and be available for counseling.

I want to buy your car

Christopher Pinard
MITSUBISHI

New and used cars

MOTORS

‘Kiritt Imports
8864 Atlantic Blvd

(904) 724-2144
JACKSONVILLE, FL 3221Ì

We have cars starting as low as $300 including tax, tag, & title - Drive away!

TO YOU IT’S CHILD’S PLAY. TO JANIE IT’S A FULLER LIFE.
Each year crippling accidents,
genetic disorders, problems during
birth or illnesses touch thousands
of children likejanie before they’re
old enough to take their first steps
or say their first words.
But if they get early help, partic
ularly in their first three years,
overcoming their disabilities can
be as easy as child’s play.
Help is at hand through Easter
Seals’ Early Intervention, an educa
tional and therapeutic program for
disabled children three and under,
lojanie and otherjacksonville
area kids like her, it’s a place to play.
But in reality it’s much more.

While they’re learning to walk,
to eat, to blow bubbles, or tojump,
they’re also learning to reach their
potential, lb focus on their abilities
rather than their limitations. Some
who previously were unwilling
or unable to move are now walking
and playing. Others who were
behind then developmental level
are catching up to their peers.
Early Inten ention needsjust one
thing to work these wonders. Time.
Unfortunately time is slipping
through our fingers. The expense
involved with providing Early
Intervention leaves us unable to
include all the kids who need our

help right now. Many who are
waiting may grow too old before
we can serve them.
Please give today to help us
buy time. It’s precious. So are the
children who need us.
!”Please send your tax-deductible contribution
’ to Easter Seals, 4080 Woodcock Drive, Suite 210,
I Jacksonville, FL 32207 or call 904-396-6123 to
| find out more about Easter Seals programs.
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Film in FOCUS

Diane M. Satterfield

Woody Allen: Radio Days
Woody Allen is at it again. Only this
time there's a difference. With his latest
film, Radio Days, Allen has traded
introspection for fond recollection,
almost The result is a very funny, often
hilarious, film filled with charming
anecdotes and peopled with heart wanning
characters.
Radio Days is set in the late 30'searly 40's and is about radio and the
people on both sides of the speaker.
There are the "stars” who make up and act
out the stories and the "common people"
who hang onto their every word. In each
case, radio seems to be the focal point of
all their lives.
The ambiguous sounding title
illustrates part of the charm of the film.
For Allen and his family at least, radio
was an integral part of their lives.
Through the medium of film he is
looking back at the fond memories, but at
the same time poking fun at the tendency
to embellish and exaggerate those same
memories.
It's hard in a film such as this to talk

about the cast since there are so many
members and no real major and minor
roles. One worth noting, though, is Mia
Farrow. If her voice doesn't make you
laugh, absolutely nothing will. There are
many major actors, such as Jeff Daniels
and Diane Keaton, in cameo roles. The
actors who portray Allen's family (with
the exception of Diane Weist) consist of
familiar faces you know you've seen
somewhere before, you just can't
remember where.
Radio Days has a kind of all-in-fun
attitude about it, but Allen has a
reputation as a very purposeful director
who doesn't do anything without a
reason. So when you're laughing, look at
what you are laughing at — burglery,
sex, a mob murder, a handicapped
baseball player, to name a few — notice
that you are laughing. And see that
behind all the laughter maybe there is
some significance beyond pure
enjoyment.
This review also appears in the
Beaches Sun-Times.

•M

SGA hosts mayoral forum
By C. L. DuPont
Staff

Candidates for mayor of Jacksonville
will be on campus April 1 when SGA
sponsors a forum at the Theater, Building
14, beginning at 7:30 p.m. The event is
scheduled to end at 9 p.m. and a reception
on the deck will follow.
Invited to attend are mayoral
candidates Tommy Hazouri, John Lewis,
Dick Burroughs, Sinclair Wilcox, Doug
Milne and Henry Cook.
Master of ceremonies and SGA Lobby
Annex Director, Linda Sweat, said the
panel members will be Bill Bowen, SGA
president; Robert Blade, Florida Times
Union columnist; Winston Dean,
Channel 4 news reporter; and Don
Ganson of the UNF Alumni Association.
"This will be an opportunity to meet
and find out more about the future of
Jacksonville through the mayor's office",

Sweat said.
Dr. Richard Weiner, chairperson of
UNF Department of Political Science and
Sociology, will moderate the question and
answer session.
All candidates will be given an
opportunity to make opening and closing
remarks. They will have one and a half
minutes to respond to each question
which will be answered by every
candidate.
Students from Jacksonville
University, Edward Waters College and
Florida Community College at
Jacksonville have been invited.
The primary election will be held
April 14, with a runoff date set for May
5. The general election is May 26.
The last day to register to vote is
March 14.

In the beginning, binging and purging seemed
t easy way to control your weight.
Now, it’s controlling your whole life.
Because bulimia isn’t a miracle diet.
Its a dangerous disease.
A potentially fatal obsession that consumes your
mind while it destroys your body.
And no matter how many times you tell yourself
you can stop, that this time is the last time, the truth is:
you can t quit alone.
But there is a place where you’re not alone.
The Eating Disorders Program.
Our medical staff and counselors have helped
hundreds of women suffering from bulimia, so we know
what you're going through. And we can help you end
your physical and mental pain through a confidential,
medically supervised inpatient program.
If you or someone you love has a problem with
bulimia, anorexia or overeating,call the Eating Disorders
Program.
Because throwing up all that food you’re
consuming won’t help.
You need care and understanding to eliminate
the helpless feeling that’s consuming you.

ST. VINCENT’S MEDICAL CENTER
JACKSONVILLE
(904) 387-7347

EATING DISORDERS PROGRAM

Spring
MusicFest ’ 87
The University of North Florida April 4, 12-6 pm

University Green , sponsored by SGA

A Celebration of the Earth

